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QUILTON
DESIGN BY DOSHI LEVIEN
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QUILTON

Designed by London-based design studio, Doshi Levien,  

Quilton is a multi-functional sofa with the flexibility of a  

modular system. Aptly described by the two designers  

as a ‘quilted landscape sofa system’, Quilton combines  

Nipa Doshi’s inherent visual understanding and Jonathan  

Levien’s industrial precision to create a central platform  

for living, working, socializing and relaxing. Generous  

dimensions and sculpted forms characterise the design,  

with the softness and volume of the foam and wadding  

seats creating exceptional comfort, and the wide assort- 

ment of modules offering greater versatility. Quilton’s  

numerous upholstery choices and infinite seating  

scenarios make it suitable for a wide range of  

domestic and public spaces.

Quilton Contrast base Combination 21 Left, Raas 772
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DOSHI LEVIEN
Doshi Levien is a London based design studio founded in 2000  
by Nipa Doshi and Jonathan Levien. Nipa grew up in India and  
studied at the National Institute of Design, while Jonathan, who  
is from Scotland, trained in fine cabinet making followed by indu- 
strial design. Together they create design that is both technically 
advanced and imbued with cultural resonance.    

Both designers each bring their indi- 
vidual skills to the projects they work  
on: Doshi being primarily concerned  
with visual culture and the materiality  
of things, while Levien is more focused 
on industrial precision and technique.  
They have worked on projects in the  
fields of furniture, fashion, homewares,  
technology and lighting. For HAY, they  
have created the Uchiwa Lounge Chair,  
Dapper and Quilton.

LINK TO VIDEO

Nipa Doshi and Jonathan Levien in their studio in London. 

https://vimeo.com/548387060/6f51210541
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Quilton combines 
Nipa Doshi’s 
inherent visual 
understanding and 
Jonathan Levien’s 
industrial precision.

Doshi Levien’s creative hub - their London-based design studio.



Caption text...

Doshi Levien’s design studio in London, where Quilton’s soft  
sculpted forms and voluminous size take centre stage.

The designer duo have a tactile design 
process, using colour and sculpting to  
create their products.

The wide assortment of  
different modules enables  
users to create personalised  
expressions.

The two designers  
described their multi- 
functional sofa as a  
‘quilted landscape  
sofa system’.
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Quilton Duo, front Atlas 881, back & base Flamiber Dark blue J4

Nipa Doshi and Jonathan Levien’s home in London’s Barbican.
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Quilton, Linen Grid Adriatic blue

Nipa Doshi and Jonathan Levien’s home in London’s Barbican.



Quilton Combination 19 Left, Flamiber Cream A5



Quilton Combination 17 Left, Mode 014
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Quilton 3 seater, Vidar 932



Quilton Duo Combination 21 Right, front Fiord 442, back & base Remix 252



Quilton Contrast base Combination 23 Left, Raas 772



Quilton 3 Seater & Ottoman, Swarm Multi colour



TWO-COLOUR
DESIGN BY MULLER VAN SEVEREN
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TWO-COLOUR

Inspired by Muller Van Severen’s love of materials and the 

different ways they can be showcased to highlight their 

natural beauty, the designer duo describe their Two-Colour 

Table series as a marriage of two materials used at their best. 

Inspired by the contrasts and similarities in the materials 

used – the Two-Colour Table features robust steel tube 

legs and a tabletop crafted in organic coloured Valchromat. 

The table’s uniform silhouette and contrasting solid colour 

components reflect their preference to work with integrally 

coloured objects. Like much of Muller Van Severen’s work, 

the Two-Colour Table achieves an elegant minimalism without 

seeming ordinary, using different shapes, sizes and colour 

combinations to offer a distinct and original expression.



PHOTO / RINGO GOMEZ

Muller Van Severen was founded  
in 2011 by Belgian artist duo Fien  
Muller and Hannes Van Severen.  
The couple has always been on  
an inspired quest for sculpturally 
interesting furniture objects,  
and their work sits somewhere  
between design and art, drawing 
on their passion for architecture  
and materials. They have won  
countless awards and collabora- 
ted with prestigious international 
museums and galleries.

INTRODUCING 
MULLER VAN SEVEREN FOR HAY
A new design collaboration with the world-renowned  
Belgian design wife and husband team Muller Van Severen. 
LINK TO VIDEO

Fien Muller and Hannes Van Severen

https://vimeo.com/548385743/e8aeab244a
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Muller Van Severen’s 
appreciation of materials  
is the starting point for  
many of their designs.

The colours for Two-Colour Table are carefully selected to 
ensure they penetrate the very core of the object.

Fien Muller and Hannes Van Severen in their studio in Evergem / Belgium.



Two-Colour is avai- 
lable in different 
shapes, sizes and 
colour combinations, 
all offering a distinct 
personality fulfilling 
a variety of aesthetic 
needs and styles.

The Two-Colour is inspired by the contrasts and similarities in the 
materials used – featuring robust steel tube legs and a tabletop 
crafted in organic coloured Valchromat.

Valchromat is made  
from wood fibres that  
are coloured individu- 
ally with organic dyes  

to create core-through  
colour with a smooth,  

water-resistant surface.
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Fien Muller and Hannes Van Severen’s home in Evergem / Belgium
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KOFI
DESIGN BY MARTIN SOLEM
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KOFI

Created by Norwegian designer Martin Solem for HAY,  

Kofi is based around the simple concept of a flat-pack  

wooden frame construction and glass top. Martin Solem  

uses clean dimensions and proportions to highlight close 

attention to detail, resulting in uncluttered aesthetics with 

distinct lines and a timeless quality. The FSC-certified  

frame comes in different water-based finishes, while the  

top is available in plain or reeded glass, offering numerous  

design combinations that makes Kofi suitable for a wide  

variety of home or corporate settings.



MARTIN SOLEM
Martin Solem (born 1985) is a Norwegian designer based in 
Copenhagen. He moved to Denmark to explore Danish design, 
and after working for Rud. Rasmussen, he studied design at  
The Royal Danish Design School, where he graduated in 2014.

Since then he has been invol- 
ved in projects with Capellini  
and Bernhardt Design, as well  
as participating in exhibitions  
in Paris, London and Oslo. He  
currently pursues solo design  
projects alongside working full- 
time at HAY as Head of Product 
Development – Furniture. Martin  
always strives to have an innova- 
tive approach to his work, and  
believes good design has to be  
both realistic and useful. For HAY  
Martin Solem has designed Kofi.

LINK TO VIDEO

Martin Solem is the designer behind Kofi. 

https://vimeo.com/548384452/27e863b768


The tabletop is available  
in clear, coloured or  
reeded glass.

The table frame is made of FSC-certified wood with a  
water-based lacquer and is available in different colours.

Kofi has a simple construction consisting  
of a flat-pack wooden frame and glass top.



The range of sizes, finishes and glass options means  
Kofi can be used in many different contexts.

The table has a flat-pack design 
that makes it easy to transport 
and assemble.
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KNIT
DESIGNED BY JIN KURAMOTO
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KNIT

Designed by Japanese designer Jin Kuramoto, Knit is a 

simple and iconic coat rack with a distinctive sculptural 

design. Inspired by the tactile experience of touching 

materials and the experimental processes of bending and 

knitting ropes and metal rods, Knit is developed from three 

interconnected metal pipes. The unique three-dimensional 

structure has a strong aesthetic presence and comes as a 

flat-pack design. Knit can be used to add functionality and 

visual interest to hallways, bedrooms and other private or 

public areas.



Caption text...

INTRODUCING  
JIN KURAMOTO FOR HAY
Jin Kuramoto is a Japanese designer who was born in 1976.  
He established JIN KURAMOTO STUDIO INC. in 2008 and  
designs a wide range of products including furniture, home 
appliances and everyday items. 

He values the process of repeated 
trial and error, touching materials 
and prototyping in a studio full 
of inspiration. His work has won 
numerous international awards, 
including the Red Dot Award  
‘Best of the Best’, and the iF  
Product Design Award. For HAY,  
Jin Kuramoto has designed Knit. 

LINK TO VIDEO

Jin Kuramoto is a Japanese designer situated in Tokyo.

https://vimeo.com/548383176/b081a6efa5
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Knit is a simple and  
iconic coat rack that  

can be used in a  
variety of ways.

The unique shape of  
the structure is the  
feature of the design.

Jin Kuramoto’s design studio in Tokyo, Japan.

Jin’s design process considered delivery and  
transportation when developing Knit.
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The three metal pipes are connected in a three-dimensional  
way so that they support each other. 

Knit has a smart  
flat-pack design  
that only uses  
three bolts to  
assemble the  
product.

Jin uses the practical  
process of creating  

designs by hand while  
touching materials,  
creating Knit when 

 experimenting with  
bending and knitting 

ropes and metal rods.
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NEW ORDER 
HIGH TABLE

DESIGN BY STEFAN DIEZ
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NEW ORDER HIGH TABLE

Designed by German industrial designer, Stefan Diez,  

New Order High Table is a free-standing high table with  

a simple construction. Driven by Diez’ desire to create  

long-lasting designs that optimise functionality, the table 

features a light, durable aluminium frame with a  table  

top in various material and colour options, and can be 

supplemented with New Order’s cable management 

solutions. The table’s functional and aesthetic qualities  

are combined to result in a versatile and customisable  

design that can be used as a high meeting table or  

work station in an office environment, as well as a  

kitchen counter or bar area in a private setting. 



STEFAN DIEZ
Stefan Diez is a Munich-based German industrial designer.  
The son of a cabinetmaker, where he received his first training, 
his approach to design is always firmly rooted in the workshop, 
where he indulges his passion for material experimentation.

Diez graduated from the 
Academy of Fine Arts and Design 
in Stuttgart and his products have 
received international acclaim. He 
advocates the notion that design 
should be about creating durable 
quality products for generations 
to come. An exacting designer, 
Diez is a strong generator of 
ideas and is always rigorous in 
uncovering the true practicalities 
of furniture production. For HAY, 
he has designed the New Order 
Shelving System, the New Order 
Table and Rope Trick.

LINK TO VIDEO

Stefan Diez

https://vimeo.com/548387877/c2af70c288


Stefan Diez’s design studio DIEZ OFFICE in Munich, Germany.

The New Order High Table series  
combines functional and aesthetic  
qualities in a versatile design.

The light, durable aluminium frame 
features a stretcher bar that optimi- 
ses stability and serves as a footrest.
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ARBOUR 
DESIGN BY ANDREAS ENGESVIK & DANIEL RYBAKKEN
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ARBOUR

Designed in collaboration with HAY by Norwegian  

designers Andreas Engesvik and Daniel Rybakken,  

the Arbour series embodies the concept that design  

should follow construction. Assembled from separate 

components that have been independently produced,  

Arbour was developed to create a compact, comfortable  

and durable sofa with a sustainable profile featuring the  

EU Ecolabel. The solid wooden frame clearly defines the 

sofa’s space, creating a contrast that amplifies the soft, 

organic seats inside the architectural exterior. With its  

logical construction and uncluttered design language,  

Arbour fuses its distinctly Scandinavian aesthetics with  

high comfort and great durability. The Arbour family 

comprises a two- and three-seater sofa, and the  

more compact Arbour Club Sofa and Armchair.

Arbour Eco Club Armchair, Atlas 621



DANIEL RYBAKKEN  
& ANDREAS ENGESVIK
Norwegian designer Daniel Rybakken studied design at the 
Oslo School of Architecture and the School of Arts & Crafts 
in Gothenburg, Sweden. Fellow Norwegian Andreas Engesvik 
studied Art History at the University of Bergen, Norway, before 
studying Design at the National College of Art and Design. 
The two internationally acclaimed designers teamed up to 
collaborate on the Arbour series with HAY.

The two designers were 
on a quest to develop 

an eco-friendly sofa that 
reflected their mutual 

Nordic heritage and 
focused on its associated 

qualities of honesty  
and simplicity.

Daniel Rybakken & Andreas Engesvik.
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The Arbour sofa in Daniel Rybakken’s studio in Oslo, Norway. The latest members of the Arbour family, the Arbour Club Sofa and Armchair, share the 
same concept that design should follow construction.

Arbour’s clean appearance and use of 
natural materials give the sofa a clear 
Scandinavian connection.
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The sofa is built to last, using separate components that can easily be replaced.The solid wooden frame defines the space and has an architectural quality.

Arbour started with the 
idea of designing the 

way one would make a 
sofa before designing 

the sofa itself.

The Arbour Eco features the EU Ecolabel with FSC-certified wood, water-based 
lacquered frame, and EU-Ecolabelled upholsteries.



Arbour Eco Club Armchair, Vidar 932 
Arbour Eco 2 Seater, Steelcut Trio 796



Arbour Club Sofa, Mode 009



Arbour Eco 2 Seater, Steelcut Trio 796
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Arbour Eco 2 Seater, Steelcut Trio 796



Arbour Eco 2 Seater, Steelcut Trio 796 
Arbour 2 Seater, Linen Grid dark beige



Arbour Eco 3 Seater, Hallingdal 220
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Arbour 2 Seater, Nevada NV2488S Cognac

Arbour Club Sofa, Nevada NV2488S Cognac



AAC 155
DESIGN BY HEE WELLING & HAY
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AAC 155

Part of a long-term collaboration between HAY and designer 

Hee Welling, the AAC 155  combines the qualities of a lounge 

chair with the best of an office chair, fusing optimal comfort 

and modern aesthetics to create a refined and functional 

task chair. Designed to meet the growing needs of flexible 

seating in the workplace, the higher backrest and generous 

seat ensure all-day comfort, while the five-castor base, tilting 

mechanism and gas lift elevate the functionality. Both the 

base and shell are available in different options, providing 

a multitude of design combinations that give this chair 

versatility in a wide range of corporate, public and private 

contexts.

AAC 155, Vidar 932



HEE WELLING
Hee Welling is a Danish furniture designer who founded his own 
studio in Copenhagen in 2003. Welling has received a number of 
design awards, including the Bo Bedre Award (Denmark), Good 
Design Award (USA) and has been nominated as the Danish 
designer of the year in both 2013 and 2014.

Welling is the son of a cabinetmaker, 
and his fascination with production 
techniques, materials and machinery 
was fired as a child. He went on to 
study at The University of Art and 
Design in Helsinki, and received his 
master’s degree in furniture design 
from The Royal Danish Academy of 
Fine Arts (where he is also now a 
design tutor). His design ethos is 
centred around the idea of creating 
technically accomplished products 
that can reach a wide audience. His 
work is characterised by a great 
sense of proportion and quietly 
elegant looks. For HAY, Welling has 
designed the About A Collection  
and the Hee Collection.

Hee Welling
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AAC 155, Silk Cognac SIL0250

AAC 155, Silk SIL0250 Cognac
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AAC 155, Atlas 931

AAC 155, VIdar 932
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